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Abstract
Curriculum as a programme of activities designed so that pupils will
attain as far as possible certain ends or objectives is discussed in the
light of pedagogical conceptualization. This paper defines these
concepts as means of understanding the end points of the issues at
stake. The definition of the subject matter of vocational-technical
education is put in its proper and correct context. The paper also
highlighted the rationale for vocational education and liberal arts
education in Nigeria with a concluding comment advocating the need
for a curriculum with a theoretical base and vocational input.
Introduction
The question as to whether liberal arts could be epistemologically superior to vocational
education is quite debatable. For the traditionalists and liberal arts agitators, the general conception is
that knowledge derived from the liberal arts is superior. Indeed, great philosophers like Hirst and Peters
(1975) hold the view that such vocational activities like woodwork, cookery, gardening among others
which entail the use of the hands have little or no epistemological relevance. This school of thought
subscribes to the belief that a liberal education which subsumes the arts, social and natural science in a
well articulated curriculum is a more viable source of knowledge. This position however should not be
overemphasized. To do so is to overlook the fact that every education component, whether liberal or
vocational, has its own degree of usefulness. (Omatseye, 1995).
Although the liberal component is somehow often stressed in view of its significant
epistemological impact, other aspects including vocational education, lies in its power to put into
practice the theories learnt. Thus, in the building of a self-reliant nation, it would not be feasible if the
education orientation depends solely on the Humanities alone to produce the educated person. On the
other hand, neither would an educational endeavour stressing mere practicality achieve the goals of a
balanced education. There is therefore the need to go beyond mere practical training to be truly
educated.
Central to this paper therefore, is the need for a curriculum with theoretical base and vocational
input. This, without doubt would provide a viable alternative to that suggested by the liberal arts
traditionalists.
What is Vocational and Technical Education?
It has become the norm to pair vocational and technical education, when referring to that
education which goes beyond general education to prepare the individual, for the acquisition of practical
and applied skills and basic scientific knowledge as well as attitudes and values, relating to different
occupations. Used as a twin term, both are geared towards occupations requiring manipulative and
technical skills, and application (Ijeoma, 1995).
Evans and Herr (1979) define vocational education, as that part of education which makes an
individual more employable in one group of occupations, than in another. According to them, foreign
language study is vocational education for those students planning to be interpreters. Driver’s education
is vocational education for those pursuing an occupation which requires the ability to drive an
automobile. An education, in any specialized field is vocational education for those planning to teach in
the field.
In the views of Wenrich and Wenrich (1979) vocational education is for people-youth and
adults interested in preparing for, and progressing in a career in some type of satisfying and productive
work. They further argued that vocational education is concerned with the whole hierarchy of
occupations, from those requiring relatively short periods of specialized preparation such as ClerkTypist, to occupations, requiring two or more years of specialized education such as Nurses or inhalation
therapist. It includes the whole spectrum of the labour force from semi-skilled workers to technical and
professionals.
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But Aghenta (1985) notes a definite distinction between vocational and technical education..
Vocational education, he agues, focuses on manipulative skills in non-technical occupations as reflected
in fields, such as agriculture, business, home economics, painting, and decoration. Technical education,
on the other hand, is more science-oriented with emphases on the application of scientific and
mathematics principle, as applied in such fields as engineering: electronics, electrical, mechanical and
automobile trades. Both vocational and technical education aim at production.
The review of the literature highlights the critical elements in the meaning of vocational
education. If vocational education has the potential of transforming the nation economically and
technologically, then the traditionalists’ view that education should be oriented solely on the Humanities
to produce the educated person is not feasible. It is in realization of this fact that, Nigeria is today
utilizing all aspects of education, as a means of accelerating her development through self- reliance.
Consequently, the curriculum content of the Nigerian secondary education has placed great
emphasis on technical and vocational education, because of the belief that, vocational and technical
education, as distinct from pure academic training, has particular relevance to the problems of
developing countries.
Rationale for Vocational Education and Liberal Arts Education
Liberal Arts education and vocational education, may be two interrelated aspects of education
which must be considered, if the optimal development of all students is to be taken seriously (Toby,
1997). First, there are those values, attributes, understandings, and skills that each citizen should possess
if he is to plan, work and act in concert with others; and second, there are those specific talents,
interests, and needs which are unique, or shared only by certain groups. From this perspective, it
becomes desirable and necessary to recommend these two aspects of education.
The challenge to our educational system now is to eagerly and convincingly accept the concept
of vocational and to coopt a major share of this educational thrust into its curriculum. There must be
continuous, not episodic interest in, and support for vocational education by everybody, including the
humanities administrators, because they feel that the purpose of education is not to train to make a
living, but to educate people to make a life (Withey, 1971 cited in Toby, 1995). In contrast, this writer
seeks a middle-of-the-road between humanities and the concept of training, for gainful employment.
Conclusion
The orientation of education (whether liberal or practical) for any country simply points to the
fact that there is a consensus on the importance of education to national development.
The current Nigerian National Policy on Education, places great emphasis on vocational and
technical education, as the launching pad of the country into the technological age. Consequently, the
concern of the present exercise is to allocate to vocational education, its rightful place, in the
educational horizon, without doing it at the expense of the humanities. Therefore, there is the need for a
curriculum with theoretical base and vocational input. This without doubt, would provide a veritable
alternative to that suggested by liberal arts traditionalists.
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